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Life science and healthcare
communications

Using customer stories to help sell your products
A guide to effective scientific marketing communications

Customer endorsement is extremely powerful. In this guide we discuss how to:
• Encourage your customers to allow you to use their data to support your

marketing communications
• Use different types of scientific communications that are meaningful and
useful for your target audiences
• Generate targeted leads, build credibility and support the sales process with
these communications
We have written this guide to provide ideas and best practice for developing
your scientific communications programme. If you are interested in receiving
more detail or would like support with any of the discussion points, please
contact us at science@alto-marketing.com.
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Encouraging customers to allow you to use their data
Your customers need to be convinced that a product will help them in their work before making a
decision to purchase. In essence the questions are:
“Will it help me get better results, get results faster, or save money?”
This is important as these are the key messages scientific marketers need to convey to their audience.
There are a number of ways of explaining to prospects how your product or service will do this,
with the most convincing being a testimonial or endorsement through the (similar) work of another
researcher. Of course testimonials can take many forms, from short quotes to in-depth customer
stories e.g. case studies/articles. All are particularly persuasive because you can often use actual,
independent data to back up your claims.
From speaking with numerous life science companies in the US and Europe every year, we’ve noticed
that there are two common reasons for not making more use of testimonials and customer research
to sell.

Good customer stories…just not
enough internal resource

If resources are an issue, a good scientific
marketing agency can be an excellent solution.

You’re in regular contact with your customers,
know that they’re happy with your company
and getting really good results using your
products. Even better - they are willing to talk
publicly about it. Great! The only problem is
you don’t have the internal resource to turn
these into scientific marketing collateral. Your
product managers are busy developing your
products, and your applications specialists are
busy working on new applications. We call this
the “day job” scenario. Your team spend all their
time on doing their day job, and don’t have the
time to devote to working with their customers
to produce case studies and application notes
as scientific marketing collateral.

Customer stories are hard to find
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For many companies it can be hard to find out
about what their customers are doing with their
products.
This can be down to selling through distributors
and not knowing who the end-customers are,
or just not having the bandwidth to find out
how customers are using the products and
what data they are getting.
If you don’t know who your end-customers
are, including a warranty registration card
with the product packaging is a great way of
getting their information.
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Alternatively, incentivise them to respond
by promoting an offer (e.g. discount on next
purchase or other “deals”).

If you don’t have the resource to actively follow
up your customers, then you can develop
a marketing programme to encourage your
customers to tell you about their work (our
team can help with this). After all, researchers
(generally) want to tell as many people as
possible about their successes, so make it easy
for them by offering to do all the work.

With customers working in industry, getting
them to speak is harder because of commercial
confidentialities. But it’s not impossible. Don’t
be afraid to ask and even, where possible,
include in any contract the use of a case study
for promotional purposes. Be clear that they/
the company will be able to see, review and
approve the final version and agree to how you
intend to use it.
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Getting the most return for your effort
Different ways to present customer stories effectively

So you’ve got customers willing to talk about the results they’re getting with your products, you (or
an external scientific communications partner) have interviewed them and you’re ready to develop
some really persuasive scientific communications. Now we need to look at the different types of
communications and how you can use them to enhance lead generation and brand development.
Numerous opportunities exist and one story can be re-worked for different purposes so that you get
a number of uses out of it (e.g. multiple articles, fresh web content). This ensures you get a very good
return on your time/cost investment.

Presentations

For other events that are organised by
a commercial organisation rather than a
scientific body, you’ll need to persuade the
conference organisers that your speaker will
enhance their event. Again some of these
opportunities will be paid for. For any of
these opportunities, you’ll need to prepare
well in advance (9-12 months).

Presentations to groups of prospects bring
the research to life and allow questions and
answers to delve into the real detail – and
tackle objections.

Webinars
By hosting informative
webinars, you can reach
a wide audience at a
time over which you
have control. These
can either be done in association with a third
party, like a publication, or in-house using
platforms such as Webex (www.webex.co.uk/
webinars) or Workcast (www.workcast.com).

Speaker slots at events
Identifying and securing platforms at which
your customers or your internal scientists can
present data, requires planning and some time.
First you need to identify good conferences
at which to present the research. Next you’ll
need to get onto the agenda. For most
scientific conferences this will be dependent
on the abstract of the research. Some scientific
conferences will also have a
series of more commercial
workshops/tutorial
presentations that are
mainly secured through
sponsorship/payment.
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If you work through a third party, they will
manage the project and will promote the
webinar, in some cases guaranteeing a number
of registrants. This makes it much less timeintensive for you…but requires a (significant)
financial investment. Either way, you will have
both a live “event”, and the recorded webinar
for viewing on demand.
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Printed/Digital Content

You might want to work with an experienced
partner with good media contacts, such as
Alto Marketing, to help you get your articles
published.

Posters
These are excellent lead generators at
conferences and exhibitions. As with all
marketing collateral, make sure they are clearly
presented, with easy to understand aims and
conclusions.

White papers
White papers mean different things to different
people. At their most basic – and we believe least
effective – they are essentially the same type
of content that might be in a long promotional
brochure. However, white papers can be really
effective when developed as more in-depth
reviews of a topic, for example comparing and
contrasting different techniques for a particular
application. In this way they are seen as a useful
resource by your prospects – and are therefore
likely to be read. The promotional aspect comes
from leading the reader to the conclusion that
your product/technology is the most sensible
solution, and this is where you can reference
your customer data.
Developing white papers that are interesting to
prospects and powerful lead generators does,
however, take time and expertise. This is why
many companies use an external provider to
develop these compelling scientific marketing
communications.

Application notes and case studies
These can be different ways of presenting the
same research and data. Case studies are more
personal, and generally feature the researcher
and their approach. This is a very good way
of closely associating your product with a key
opinion leader or a significant organisation.
Application notes would focus more on the
actual research and the data generated.

Videos

Published articles

Videoing your customer presenting their work
is another way of bringing the research to life,
with the added benefit of being able to feature
your product in action, and show off its benefits.
Video can also be enhanced by animations to
show a process in action. Many media/publishers
will produce videos at exhibitions and these
can be used for customers to talk about their
research. Some opportunities are free and some
are charged.

For most life science companies, getting
products and technologies listed in Materials
and Methods sections of papers in peer-review
journals is essential for building credibility.
Once published, and with the researchers
approval, you can rework this research for
one of the many trade publications. These
publications also feature new research. The
benefit of publishing in the trade media is that
the application of your product can be seen by
tens of thousands of people in one “hit”.
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Lead generation and brand building
How best to use your marketing collateral

You’ve developed a range of marketing collateral that features your customer and the great work
they are doing with your products. So, what’s the best way to use this to the maximum advantage and
achieve your objectives?

Lead generation

Once the prospect is on your database, you can
embark on a lead nurturing process that builds
up a detailed picture of the prospect over time.

Most companies are rightly looking for digital
marketing as a major lead generator. The ability
to accurately target users through their job
type/function (e.g. LinkedIn), or through their
behaviour (e.g. SEO, AdWords) is unparalleled.

Scientific posters, presentations etc. using your
customer’s data are all ways of gaining direct
enquiries from prospects. Although generally
on a smaller scale, you may also have face-toface discussions which allow you to get more
information and take the prospect down the
sales “funnel”.

But once you’ve targeted your prospects, and
brought them to your website, how best to turn
an unidentified “possible” into a named lead?

Search engine optimisation (SEO)

This is where your customer data and white
papers really come into their own. By providing
relevant and useful information – i.e. something
of real value that is going to help the prospect
in their work – you can acceptably ask for
something in return. In this case, their name
and email address.

There are many blogs and dedicated portals
devoted to the dark arts and shifting sands of
SEO, but one major constant (at the time of
writing!) is that original content relevant to a
particular search enquiry is good for your search
ranking.

Here is your targeted prospect.

It is common sense that
this will continue to be a
key element in SEO, as when
you search you are looking
for companies that can provide
you with exactly what you are looking for.

You know the person is interested in your
product/technology because they’ve gone to
the bother of downloading a document, and
giving you their details.
We do not recommend asking for too much
detail at this point. Name and email should be
all you need for an initial follow up.

Content such as case studies, application notes
and white papers are excellent original content
for this purpose – another significant benefit of
having this content on your website.

You might require the
prospect’s location, so that
they can be followed up
by the correct person.
However, bear in mind
that this is an extra piece
of information that you are asking your prospect
to give you, and you’re putting your needs
before the prospect’s.
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Sales support materials

Building credibility and brand value

In ongoing sales relationships
with prospects, there is
often an issue about being
able to regularly see people
who know you/your
company/your products, but who have not yet
decided to buy. They’re busy. Your product is
not new. So how can you encourage them to
see you or your sales person again?

By producing knowledgeable and informative communications which might feature
data generated by your customers, you
can be seen to be setting the agenda in
a particular area – or give the perception
that you are. Even in scientific marketing,
perception is very important.
As discussed above, this
information should be
used for lead generation.
Additionally, getting
opinion pieces or white
papers published in the relevant media
gains wide exposure that you could not get
through your own marketing. By building up
this base of supporting information across
the different media, you will build up a
thought-leadership position with your target
audience – building real credibility in your
product/brand, and ultimately increasing
the value of your product/brand.

This is where having something new to talk
about, e.g. your application note, customer case
study or supporting information such as a white
paper that they can’t get elsewhere, can help to
get you in front of your prospect. You now have
a reason to see them again.
Of course, this scientific content can take the
form of printed collateral or an e-presentation.

We hope you found this guide useful. If you need more information on any of
the above aspects, or you would like expert advice on your scientific marketing
communications programme, Alto Marketing can help.
Alto has a team of PhD-level scientists with real expertise in developing
compelling scientific marketing communications such as case studies, application
notes, articles and white papers.

Contact us now:

science@alto-marketing.com
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